Abstract. In order to improve the structural anti-impact strength for family refuge chamber, an arched transition capsule is designed. The structural static analysis for the shell structure under the pressure of 0.1MPa and the modal analysis of structural dynamic are calculated, then goal driven optimization analysis is used for main parameters affected the shell strength which is designed by the collaborative optimization function of Pro/E and Workbench, the parameters sensitivity curve and the candidate optimum design point are obtained. The optimization results show that under the minimum change of the module's mass, shell's maximum equivalent stress and total deformation decreases by 32.56% and 44.23% respectively, provide theory support for the capsule manufacturer.
Introduction
To reduce the damage from fires, earthquakes and other natural disasters, family refuge chamber come into being. As the main structure of the family refuge chamber, the body of the cabin should be able to prevent the external harmful gas from getting into the cabin and control the deformation [1] .The literature [2] proposes a general design scheme of the family refuge chamber. Literature [3] proposes a method of transient dynamic analysis of household rescue chamber under seismic load. The above studies can be used as a reference for the study of the carrying capacity of the rescue chamber. However, there is lack of research on the calculation of structural vibration characteristics for the static analysis and structural dynamic modal analysis of the refuge chamber. Therefore, the three-dimensional model of the second half of the cabin is established by Pro / E software. Then, the structural quiescence simulation and structural dynamics simulation of the cabin structure are carried out based on the software ANSYS. Finally, Pro/ E and ANSYS are used to optimize the co-simulation. The superiority of optimization analysis of the simulation is verified, and the impact resistance of the cabin is improved, and the purpose of optimization design is reached [4] [5] .
Model and Hypothesis
The refuge chamber is designed for rectangular compartment type plus rounded corners. The cabin is designed as a two-stage structure, between the two ends of the cabin with a flange to connect, sealed with a sealing material between the flanges. The top of the loaded surface of the before and after the refuge chamber is equipped with the stiffeners. The initial design parameters and material properties of the refuge chamber are shown in Table 1 . 
Analysis and Discussion

Static Analysis
The free mode is taken in grid meshing and bound contacts are used between components. This example chooses Solid92 which is defined the element type [6] .Imposes a fixed support constraints on the bottom of the cabin. Both sides and the top are applied 0.1 MPa pressure. After solving, the deformation and documents of the stress analysis are derived by using ANSYS. The results are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. From Figure 1 it can be seen that there is almost no deformation on the base part of the cabin. Yet its front, back and the top near the middle part appear the largest deformation. The maximum deformation of the bulkhead reaches 3.15 mm, and the total deformation of the cabin body is relatively large too. According to Figure. 2, the maximum stress of the whole cabin is 242.33 MPa, mainly concentrated in the longitudinal rib reinforcements and the contact of the bottom of the cabin. The stresses of the bottom and rear of the cabin are very small, and the left and right sides are subject to a certain stress, but within the allowable range.
Modal Analysis
Using ANSYS to derive the first twelve order modals total deformation analysis of the cabin. Some modal graphs and data are shown in Figure 3 and Table 2 . It can be seen from the Figure 3 and Table2 that the cabin vibrates along one direction in the first four-stage, along two directions from fifth to ninth order and along three directions in the rest. As the order increases, the vibration causes the surface of the cabin to produce a larger depressed bending deformation. The maximum displacement occurs in the intermediate order stage, where the displacement of the sixth order reaches 5.65mm and the displacement is larger than others.
Optimization Analysis
Optimization Method
The maximum stress and maximum deformation and the quality of the cabin are main design goals of the family refuge chamber. Using the design theory of the optimization principle, the minimum of three targets is the optimal solution [7] [8] .The deformation and stress of the rescue capsule are the key indicators to reflect the shock resistance design of the cabin, and its importance is higher than the quality of the cabin. Therefore, the optimization method MOGA is used in this paper.
The cabin model is added parameters in Pro/E, and modeling names DS in Pro/E individually correspond to P1-P6 in ANSYS Workbench. The mass of the cabin is P8, and the maximum equivalent stress is P9.The maximum deformation value P10 is set to the output parameter. The initial values of the parameters and the parameters boundary are shown in Table 3 . 
Analysis Results
A total of 80 design points were obtained. Figure 4 and Figure 5 describe the effects of the length and width of the transverse reinforcement on the maximum equivalent stress and the maximum total deformation. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show how the maximum equivalent stress and the maximum total deformation change with the length and width of the longitudinal reinforcement. The sensitivity curves for each parameter and optimization target are shown in Figure 8 . Figure 5 show that the length and width of transverse reinforcements have minimal impact on the stress of the cabin and total displacement of the deformation. Figure 6, Figure 7 indicate that the length and width of longitudinal reinforcements have the greatest impact on the stress of the cabin and total displacement of the deformation. From the four graphs, the comprehensive analysis shows that the width of reinforcements have smaller impact on the stress and deformation comparing the width to length. Therefore, enhancing the anti-shock performance of rescue cabin structure by changing the length and width of the longitudinal reinforcements when the change of the quality is not large. From Figure 8 , it can be seen that the width P5 of the longitudinal reinforcement has the greatest effect on the equivalent stress, except that the wall thickness P1 and the length P2 of the transverse reinforcements are in the first two positions on quality of the refuge chamber. The length of the transverse reinforcement P2 and the strength of the longitudinal reinforcement have the same effect on the equivalent stress, and the maximum effect of the maximum total deformation is the length P4 of the longitudinal reinforcement. The size of the flange has very little effect on the rescue cabin which can be simplified negligible.
Results and Evaluation of Multi-objective Driving Analysis
The multi-target drive optimization design of the family refuge chamber structure will set the target value of the output parameter P8 bulk, P9 maximum stress, P10 maximum total deformation to the minimum, and the degree of importance of P8 capsule quality is set to the lowest which is set to 10%.The important degree of the P9 maximum stress and P10 maximum total deformation are set to high, respectively be set to 80% and 90%. Getting three sets of candidate optimization design point which are shown in Table 4 after updating the optimization point. As can be seen from Table 4 , the maximum stress and the maximum total deformation at the A point are the least, and A point is of supreme importance. Although the qualities of B and C points are smaller than that of A, the stress and strain are larger, which is not conducive to improve their impact resistance. So candidate point A can be used as the optimal design point in the study. The maximum total deformation point A is 1.75 mm and reduces by 44.23%; the maximum equivalent stress is 163.45 MPa and reduces by 29.64%; the quality is 697.84 Kg and increases 9.12%.It can be seen that the stress and deformation are greatly improved when the mass change is small.
Conclusion
This article aims to improve the strength and rigidity of the refuge chamber in the case where the quality of the refuge chamber is small. In this paper, the multi-objective optimization design is taken as the core design method, and the Design Exploration module of Workbench is used to optimize the analysis and design, and the strength and stiffness of the refuge chamber reaches the desired target value by changing the dimensions of the reinforcements. The use of this optimization method reduce the product design cycle, improve product added value and obtain a more satisfactory result.
